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In the context of
changes, women are
increasingly pursuing real
life purposes. Their desire
for self-exploration
reflects on every aspect
of lifestyle attitudes,
ranging from sense of
aesthetics, interpersonal
relationships, to work/life
balance considerations.

Marketing To Modern Women - China - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

This Report focuses on female consumer behaviour
and attitudes after the pandemic, investigating
their attitudes and preferences of daily life
activities, social connections and preferences
regarding the portrayal of women in advertising.

• Enjoyable routines and sense of ritual
• Price indexes for different categories
• Celebrity influence on consumption
• Influence and interactions among besties
• Self-improvement priorities
• Impressive and favourable female images in
brands' commercials
• Lifestyle attitudes and concerns.

Overview

When compared with 2021, the year before the pandemic, apart from maintaining personal
wellbeing (2021: 41%, 2023: 45%), more women are paying attention to enhancing their
appearance (2021: 36%, 2023: 40%) and social circle (2021: 23%, 2023: 25%). It is evident
that the emphasis for women is shifting towards healthy lifestyles, life aesthetics and
cultivating social relationships.

In terms of life aesthetics, modern women increasingly want to add a sense of ritual into their
lives in both daily routines and significant moments, finding enjoyment in everyday routines.
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They are also in pursuit of seeking knowledge and content from celebrities, embracing an
emerging form of livestreaming with a content-driven storytelling mode.

As for social relationships, women have strong bonds with their besties, which even adds new
meaning to conventional festivals like Valentine’s Day. Under the context of “girls know girls”,
women develop a deep emotional resonance with besties, and their awareness of
independence is rising. Brands will need to adapt to dynamic changes in women’s lifestyles
and values by updating their understanding and portrayal of women, and taking action to
fulfil their desire to experience more outside of work and families.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

The market

• Market factor: ageing population and the changing social value of women

- Graph 1: female demographic structure, 2011-22

• Key trends in marketing activities

• New product trends

The consumer

• Turn at-home self-care and everyday routines into enjoyable activities

- Graph 2: enjoyable routines and sense of ritual, 2023

• At-home comfort experience is perceived as something worth investing in

- Graph 3: price indexes for different categories, 2023

- Graph 4: price indexes for different categories (RMB), 2023

• The halo effect of celebrities extends into livestreaming ecommerce

- Graph 5: celebrity influence on consumption, 2023

• Facts and cautions about friend promotion ideas: &nbsp;help build intimacy and encourage independent thinking

- Graph 6: influence and interactions among besties, 2023

• Enhanced &nbsp;health awareness and a shift towards improving appearance and social interactions

- Graph 7: self-improvement priorities, 2021 vs 2023

• "Natural" and "Health" resonate the most with women

- Graph 8: impressive and favourable female images in brands' commercials, 2023

• A continuous journey of self-discovery and self-acceptance

- Graph 9: lifestyle attitudes and concerns, 2023

Issues and insights

What we think

THE MARKET

Market factors

• Ageing population and the changing social value of women

- Graph 10: female demographic structure, 2011-22
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• The rise of tech-savviness and ingredient-centricity among females

• Upgrading potential remains high, especially for facial skincare products

- Graph 11: trade up potential across different categories, 2023 Q2

• Content engagement boosts females' online consumption in games

- Graph 12: consumption on online paid content, Aug 2020 - Oct 2023

• Domestic travelling continues to recover, with seasonal travel trends emerging

- Graph 13: offline activities trends-Domestic travelling , 2022-23

• Popularity of Galentine's Day and deprioritisation of romantic relationships

- Graph 14: mentions of "besties (闺蜜)" on social media channels, February 2023

• Women might be more vulnerable than men to the impact of AI

Marketing activities

• Changing styles of great celebrity communicators: from pure 'selling' to storytelling

• Empowering change through breaking female stereotypes and beauty ideals

• Empowering women in the workforce

• Supporting female entrepreneurs and innovators

New product trends

• Ritualistic and explorative guest experiences

• "Bestie-shared" festival special gift boxes

• Creativity and innovations in ingredients

• Health products for senior women become more specialised

THE CONSUMER

Enjoyable routines and sense of ritual

• Turn at-home self-care and everyday routines into enjoyable activities

- Graph 15: enjoyable routines and sense of ritual, 2023

• Add sense of ritual and creation of ambience for young female consumers

- Graph 16: selected enjoyable routines and sense of ritual, by age, 2023

• Tier differences exist in sustaining a daily ambience at home

- Graph 17: selected enjoyable routines and sense of ritual, by city tier, 2023

Price indexes for different categories

• At-home comfort is perceived as something worth investing in

- Graph 18: price indexes for different categories (RMB), 2023

- Graph 19: price indexes for different categories, 2023

• Gaps in the acceptance of expensive experience consumption are a distinguishing feature between young and old

- Graph 20: price indexes for different categories - spend more than RMB500, by age, 2023
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• Spending priorities show divergent gender dimensions

- Graph 21: demographic profile, by different price index for facial essence and headphone, 2023

Celebrity influence on consumption

• The halo effect of celebrities extends into livestreaming ecommerce

- Graph 22: celebrity influence on consumption, 2023

• Changes in popular livestreaming celebrity style show the shifts from discount selling to lifestyle marketing

- Graph 23: celebrity influence on consumption, by age, 2023

• Celebrity effect is not remarkable in tier 2 cities

- Graph 24: selected celebrity influence on consumption, by city tier, 2023

Influence and interactions among besties

• Facts and cautions about friend promotion ideas: &nbsp;help build intimacy and encourage independent thinking

- Graph 25: influence and interactions among besties, 2023

• "Pair buying" is popular among &nbsp;young women

- Graph 26: influence among besties, by age, 2023

• Friend relationship is tighter in tier-2 cities, probably due to stable social norms and less population mobility

- Graph 27: influence and interactions among besties, by city tier, 2023

Self-improvement priorities

• Enhanced health awareness and a shift towards improving appearance and social interactions

- Graph 28: self-improvement priorities, 2021 vs 2023

• Shared interest in developing hobbies of men and women

- Graph 29: self-improvement priorities, by gender, 2023

• Senior women highlight personal wellbeing more than senior men

- Graph 30: self-improvement priorities - "selected", by gender and age, 2023

Impressive and favourable female images in brands' commercials

• "Natural" and "Health" resonate the most with women

- Graph 31: impressive and favourable female images in brands' commercials, 2023

• The concept of 'well-ageing' gains wide acceptance by women of various types

- Graph 32: selected impressive and favourable female images in brands' commercials - Make me resonate with that

brand's concept, by first selected self-improvement priorities , 2023

• Gender-neutral fashion currently more appealing to like-minded cohorts

- Graph 33: selected impressive and favourable female images in brands' commercials - Pandora's spokesperson Yuxin

Liu, along with the brand's tagline "Follow your heart, continue writing your story", by spending on facial essence and

headphones, 2023

Lifestyle attitudes and concerns

• A continuous journey of self-discovery and self-acceptance
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- Graph 34: lifestyle attitudes and concerns, 2023

• A continuous journey of self-discovery and self-acceptance

- Graph 35: lifestyle attitudes and concerns, 2023

• Young women enjoy experiencing more, outside of work or marriage

- Graph 36: selected lifestyle attitudes, by age, 2023

• Beside career development, entrepreneurship also results from the pursuit of work/life balance

- Graph 37: selected lifestyle attitudes, by first selected self-improvement priorities, 2023

• Gender-neutral perceived as expression against gender stereotypes

- Graph 38: selected concern – "I feel that I am still influenced by traditional female stereotypes", by spending on facial

essence and headphones, 2023

• Gender-neutrality perceived as expression against gender stereotypes

- Graph 39: selected concern – "I feel that I am still influenced by traditional female stereotypes", by spending on facial

essence and headphones, 2023

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

• Set goals: inject ritualistic experiences with cultural elements (1/2)

• Set goals: inject ritualistic experiences with cultural elements (2/2)

• Girls know girls: celebrate the valuable friendships with besties

• Girls know girls: celebrate the valuable friendships with besties

• Open up: promote the possibility of "option C" outside of work and families (1/2)

• Open up: promote the possibility of "option C" outside of work and families (2/2)

APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS

• Methodology

• Abbreviations
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a Chinese licensed
market survey agent (see Research Methodology
Asia-Pacific for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.

Published by Mintel Group Ltd
www.mintel.com
email: store@mintel.com

Help desk
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US +1 (312) 932 0600

Australia +61 (0)2 8284 8100
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